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Heather Jessup is an Assistant Professor of Creative Writing and English at Dalhousie
University in K’jipuktuk, Mi’kma’ki. She is the author of two books: The Lightning Field and
This Is Not A Hoax: Unsettling Truth in Canadian Culture, and is co-moderating a
collaborative panel at this year's ACCUTE conference entitled "Make-Believe," which discusses a
museum project Heather co-curated with Claire Battershill that features the work of over 100
artists and academics across Canada. Featured panelists will speak on the role of imagination
and failure in scholarship, making motherhood work in academic and creative practice,
friendship and collaboration, and decolonizing the museum. Come say hi!

The writer Eric Bennet describes his experiences in the Iowa Writers Program as “a
muffin tin you poured the batter of your dreams into. You entered with something
undefined and tantalizingly protean and left with muffins.” He also describes the
program as “a culture of norms.”

On this land currently called Canada, all of our creative writing programs in colleges and
universities have pedagogically modelled themselves on Iowa’s workshop culture. Many
of us who now teach in Creative Writing programs were taught by professors influenced
and inspired by Iowa’s methodology when it was imported — first to the University of
New Brunswick in 1940 (offering its creative writing stream MA in 1968), and then to
Earle Birney’s workshops in the English Department at the University of British Columbia
in 1948 (followed by his founding of the first Creative Writing Department in the country
in 1965, granting MFAs). These professors then taught our professors, or our
professors’ professors. In other words, our institutions’ educational ancestors directly
descend from a pedagogical model that began eighty years ago and continues to
employ primarily the same tools and the same lineage of professors.
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https://www.chronicle.com/article/how-iowa-flattened-literature
https://www.universityaffairs.ca/features/feature-article/mastering-the-fine-art-of-writing/


These tools include blind-read portfolio-based applications, craft talks, the practice of
workshopping near-complete work, and teaching from anthologized texts. A central
pedagogical inheritance is the “gag rule”: a practice in workshops where a writer remains
in silence — sometimes for upwards of an hour — as a workshop of peers and a
professor dissect their work in front of them, usually with an acute focus on craft over
cultural or personal context, and without establishing the intent of the author or the
intended audience for their work, an audience that may very well be completely
different than those of us sitting around the table. 

Traditionally, norms in a culture are often unarticulated or unacknowledged
expectations that best serve the most dominant or powerful members of a group. In
Craft in the Real World: Rethinking Fiction Writing and Workshopping, Matthew Salesses,
who is also a graduate of Iowa, writes: “What we call craft is in fact nothing more or less
than a set of expectations. Those expectations are shaped by workshop, by reading, by
awards and gatekeepers, by biases about whose stories matter and how they should be
told.” He reminds readers that “These expectations are never neutral. They represent
the values of the culturally dominant population” and identifies that in America the
dominant population “means (straight, cis, able, upper-middle-class) white males.” When
we eliminate conversations around context, culture, intended readership, and non-
dominant forms of craft, when we are unreflexive about our pedagogy and limited in our
understanding of what constitutes canon, Salesses notes that a writing workshop stops
inspiring innovation and “reinforces narrow ideas about whose stories are important
and what makes a story beautiful, moving, or good.” 

Because I’m sure none of us wants to exclusively consume a single batch of clumpy dry
muffins, nor violently homogenize the glorious weirdness and unique haecceity of
writers, we who now teach creative writing must acknowledge that the creative writing
pedagogy we have inherited, whether intentionally or not, has practices that are biased,
creatively limiting, exclusive, racist, sexist, colonial, discriminatory, and potentially
damaging to the imaginative potential of emerging writers. Not to mention, after eighty
years of repetition, sometimes these methods are super boring. How then do we
urgently and radically diversify and decolonize our creative writing pedagogy toward
innovation, inclusion and lessened harm? 

If you feel truly unequipped to begin, Felicia Rose Chavez gives 202 pages of brilliant
practical suggestions in The Anti-Racist Writing Workshop: How to Decolonize the Creative
Classroom. Implementing just one of her suggestions could radically transform your
workshop. But, until your order of Chavez’s and Salesses’s books comes into your local
independent bookstore, here are eleven practices of play, mistake-making, questioning,
learning, and pedagogical experimentation that have accompanied me and my students
as we work together to diversify and decolonize our workshops:
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https://www.penguinrandomhouse.ca/books/667728/craft-in-the-real-world-by-matthew-salesses/9781948226806
https://www.haymarketbooks.org/books/1552-the-anti-racist-writing-workshop


For a whole year, do not teach a single work written by a white, cis, straight, able,
upper-middle-class author. Then, after your year of experimentation and reading is
done, perhaps consider sprinkling only a few utterly beloved pieces from this
category back into your reading list. Why? Representation matters. Your students
deserve to hear the voices of El Jones, jaye simpson, Sachiko Murakami, Vivek
Shraya, Julie Flett, Amanda Parris, Isabella Wang, and Shauntay Grant. Honestly, with
this company, none of your students will care or notice that Ernest Hemingway is
missing for a minute.

Think of ways to teach the structure of stories that is not an arc, a three-act
structure, a hero’s journey, or Freytag’s triangle, but instead a wave, a colour, a
texture, a light source that throws some parts of the story into illumination and
keeps others in shadow, the slow pull and quick plunge of an insulin needle, a
basket, a boat. Read Jane Alison’s Meander, Spiral, Explode: Design and Pattern in
Narrative and Shapes of Native Nonfiction edited by Elissa Washuta and Theresa
Warburton. Ask students to consider the tools of other disciplines and métiers, and
how those tools might metaphorically re-charge their making with language.

Give writers prompts that take them outside. Observe an other-than-human
phenomenon as part of a written practice: the moon, a fir cone, a peony, a potato.
Assign walks. Consider a durational study to one specific living non-human object,
such as poet Sue Goyette did when she daily visited an agave in the Halifax Public
Gardens that flowered after one hundred years, despite the city gardeners’ certainty
that it was dead. What can be learned in language from attending to quiet things?
How does repetitive devotion to a single entity manifest in words? What happens
when we take our practice of writing away from producing an end product and turn
toward cultivating process, away from writing for commerce toward writing as an act
of witness?

Stop any form of punitive pedagogy. Do not have late penalties. Do not have word
counts. See what happens. If you think this is impossible and it will totally not work
for you, try it anyway. If it ends up being the worst idea ever, blame me and then
change your policy again next term.

Be curious about your own personal and pedagogical history. What are your
ancestors’ stories? In what pedagogies of creative writing were you raised? What,
through habit and hazing, have you become comfortable with in your teaching that
may need questioning? How have you benefited from complying with current
systems? What exclusion and harm do these systems cause and how can you break
cycles of harm and discrimination in your own classrooms, and, working in
community, with your Program, Department, Faculty, recruitment office, alumni, and
University?
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Let’s stop saying “the reader” and talk about readers. Let students tell the workshop
about the audiences for whom they write. 

Play. Research and experiment with pedagogical models designed for the most
imaginative of humans: children. Think about how you could teach plot through
gross motor movement. Imagine how “loose parts learning” inspired by Reggio
Emilia could work to teach students sentence, stanza, paragraph, or scene. When
your students walk in the classroom door, leave invitations of clay, leaves, colours,
images, music, scents, and textures for them to discover character, metaphor, and
theme with their hands, eyes, noses, mouths, and fingers.

Stop using the gag-rule. Let writers speak when they want to speak. It’s their
workshop. Even better, give writers choices in how they want to be workshopped.
Why should you decide? Matthew Salesses’ book has an entire chapter “Alternative
Workshops” with multiple models you can try. In her chapter “Teaching Writers to
Workshop,” Felicia Rose Chavez outlines her foundation in the Liz Lerman Critical
Response Process (an alternative model of critical feedback for creative practices).
Even simply asking the writer what they need most from the workshop for a
particular piece can lead to more engaged and constructive conversations that have
room and movement to consider personal and cultural context beyond that
disembodied “text on the page.”

Learn how to correctly pronounce your students’ names before the first “roll call” of
class. Google pronunciations. Watch videos. Practice.

Acknowledge the traditional territory on which you teach. Acknowledge that
acknowledgements are only a beginning. Learn about the work of two Indigenous
artists, dancers, storytellers, or writers from where you live and share their work with
your students.

If asked to write about diversity and decolonization for your professional
organization, do not automatically assume this task belongs to someone else. It
should not always be the job of BIPOC, LGBTQIA2S+, and colleagues and students
with disabilities to do the dismantling, decolonizing, and repairing work of making
classrooms and our educational institutions less racist, less discriminatory, and
more accessible. Educate yourself, read, have respectful conversations, learn and
recognize that you must take up this work and that it will feel uncomfortable, that
you will make mistakes, that you will need to do better, that you are learning. By
doing this work as an ally, you are creating more time for your colleagues and
students to tell their stories and to write.
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